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ABSTRACT
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A hypervelocity impact (HVI) Whipple Shield and a method
for shielding a wall from penetration by high velocity
particle impacts where the Whipple Shield is comprised of
spaced apart inner and outer metal sheets or walls with an
intermediate cloth barrier arrangement comprised of
ceramic cloth and high strength cloth which are interrelated
by ballistic formulae.

22 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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ENHANCED WHIPPLE SHIELD
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
Thc invention described hcrcin was made by employees

of thc United States Government and may be manufactured
and used by or for the Govcmment of the Unitcd States of
America ‘Or governmental PUToses without the payment Of
any royaltics thcreon or therefor.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

io

Thc invention relates to a hypervelocity impact (HVI)
Whipplc Shield and to a method for shielding a wall from
pcnctration by high velocity particle impacts, and more
particularly, to a type of Whipple Shield comprised of 15
spaced apart inner and outer metal sheets or walls with an
intcrmcdiate cloth barrier arrangement which enhances the
protection of the inncr wall against particle penetration.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Protection from penetration ofa wall by debris in space or
particle impacts caused by collision of a particle in space
with thc wall of a space vehicle is a particular
which
must bc addressed by designers of space vehicles. This is
such as the
particularly true of manned vehicles or
space station. The parameters for protection against orbital
debris or impact particles have been defined in tcrms of the
failure of an impacting particle to penetrate a wall where the
impacting particle has a critical density or mass, a relative
impact velocity and relative impact angle. For a given
matcrial and spherical particle shape, the critical density or
mass can be expressed as a critical diameter.
“Whipple Shields” have been widely used in space operations and elsewhere for protection against penetration of a
containment wall in hypervelocity micrometeroid environment and widely proposed for protection against recently
developed man-made orbital debris environment. A Whipple
Shield typically consists of two spaced apart sheets of metal
where one of the sheets is a front ‘‘bumper’’ sheet with a
separation spacing from a ‘‘back sheet” which can sometimes be a containment or rear wall (pressure hull). The
material of the sheets, the thickness of the sheets, the density
of thc material and the density of the impacting debris, h e
velocity and the impact angle of the imparting debris a d the
spacing between sheets are some of the interrelated parameters which define the protection capability against penetration for a given Whipple Shield. As can be deduced, there are
design trade offs, such as weight, volume and spacing for
any given protection against a given impact particle of
debris. Usually, the protection necessary is determined relative to a given impact particle which is defined in terms of
critical diameter, velocity and impact angle. A Whipple
Shield can then be designed with an optimum spacing
between the bumper (outer wall) and back wall (inner wall)
for selected bumper and back wall thickness of a selected
material.
With no constraints as to weight, space, or prior design
configuration, there are no problems in obtaining a Whipple
Shield with suitable protection capabilities for the characteristics of any given impact particle. However, the fact is
that weight, volume and space are critical parameters in
space operations and existing design configurations are in
place for some space vehicles. Thus, there is a need to
improve performance levels of existing protection systems
and/or systems with severe volume constraints without
materially affecting existing structural design parameters.

20

In terms of function, the outer bumper sheet of a Whipple
Shield is penetrated by an impact particle or object having
mass, velocity and impact anglc relative to the bumper
surface. Thc impact on the wallof the bumper sheet shocks
of the initial particle
thc impact particle converting
kinetic energy to thermal energy and produces smaller
particle fragments to a size (critical diameter) where the
fragments do not have sufficient energy (mass, velocity and
angle of impact relative to the bumper surface) to individually penetrate the back containment wall. Additionally, in the
space between the bumper sheet and the containment wall,
the particle fragment cloud expands to impact a larger
surface area of the containment wall, thereby eliminating
concentrated energetic impact of the fragments on a single
point on the wall, and increasing the penetration resistance
of the wall.
In existing structures such as a space station, the structural
design is quite intricate with many interrelated “trade-of€”of
parameters and the existing designs have a “Whipple
Shield” for the crew area which is designed to urovide
protection against hypervelocity impact matter. with
increasing concerns regarding protection against the accumulating orbital debris in space and its size, it is desirable to
enhance the protection
Of existing Whipple
Shields without requiring expensive redesign or without
increasing weight.
Y
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The present invention is a system for enhancing the
protection capabilities of existing Whipple Shield structures
against Penetration by hYPervelocitY impact Particles and for
enabling greater protection capabilities for new Whipple
structures against penetration by hypervelocity
impact matter at reduced structural weight
stand Off
(spacing) distances.
In the present invention, layered cloth elements are disposed and located intermediate of the outer bumper Wall and
the m ~ ~ a Wall.
r d The layered cloth elements include a
Ceramic cloth disposed in a facing relationship to the bumper
Wall. “ceramic Cloth” is herein defined as a pliable material
m ~ d eby weaving, felting, embedding Or knitting Ceramic
fibers, threads and/or filaments in to a fabric. ‘‘Ceramic” is
defined herein as a material composed of metal oxides such
as aluminum oxide, silicon dioxide, boron oxide and other
metal oxides. The Ceramic cloth Provides an impact shock
layer which has Significant strength and flexibility at high
temperatures for ~ & x & x time
I Periods. The PuToSe of the
Ceramic cloth is to Shock and break UP an incoming Particle
and disperse it in a spray form.
In juxtaposition with the ceramic cloth is a high strength
cloth disposed in facing relationship to the rearward wall. A
“high strength cloth” is defined herein as a pliable material
made by weaving, felting, embedding or knitting high
strengthnow weight fibers, threads and/or filament. “High
strengthnow weight” i s defined herein as a fiber, thread
and/or filament having a specific strength greater than 9 ~ 1 0 ~
inches (where specific strength=fiber ultimate tensile
StreWtMfiber density) for units of Pounds force Per Square
inch divided by Pounds (mass) Per cubic inch. The high
strength Cloth provides a capability to disperse for ultimate
tensile strength and retard the fragment Spray cloud or
fragments resulting from penetration of the ceramic cloth
before impact With the rearward Wall.
In the present invention as set forth herein, a relationship
of the design parameters for a Whipple Shield using a
blanket barrier comprised of the ceramic cloth and high
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strcngth cloth Cor various critical diametcrs, vclocities and
impact angles to be protected against is discloscd in formulac in which thc prcscnt invcntion is embodied. The invention is optimized for Whipplc Shields having a ratio of
stand-off spacing to critical diameter of 15 or less (i.c,
relatively short stand-offs).

containment or rcar wall. Rcfcrcncc can be made to FIG. 4
which illustrates a chart of specific strcngth of various
materials. Matcrials suitable for thc high strcngth cloth
0 ~or more.
should have a specific strength of about 9 ~ 1 in.
“SPECTRA” cloth made by Allicd Signal, Inc. of Petersburg, Va. is suitable. SPECTRA cloth is made from extended
chain polyethylcnc fibers.
Thc layered MLI blanket, ccramic cloth and high strength
cloth are flcxible and tests have shown that the relative
positioning between the bumper wall and the rcar wall does
not significantly offset the performance of penetration resistance although the blankct barrier structure is preferably not
in contact with either of the walls for optimum performance.
The ceramic cloth and high strength cloth are sometimes
referred to herein as a blankct barrier.
With respcct to FIG. 1, as an example of a practical
application, a spacing “S” from the outer surface of the
bumper wall 10 to the inner surface of the containment or
rear wall 12 is 11.4 cm for a habitable module on a space
station. The bumper wall thickness ranges from 0.127 cm to
0.19 cm and is A16061-T6 aluminum. The wall 12 (rear
pressure wall) has a wall thickness ranging from 0.32 cm to
0.48 cm and is A12219-T87 aluminum. The ceramic cloth
structurc 18 consists of six layers of woven threads of AF62
“NEXTEL” (“NEXTEL” is a trademark product available
from 3M Ceramic Materials Department). The high strength
cloth structure 20 consists of six layers of woven threads of
“KEVLAR’ 710 (“KEVLAR’ is a trademark product available from DuPont). “KEVLAR’ style 710 is a dense maximum filling fabric made from 1500 denier KEVLAR 29. As
designated in the drawing the areal density of the various
components illustrated in FIG. 2 in g/cm” is as follows:

5

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a schematic rcprcscntation of an enhancc 10
Whipplc Shield of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic rcpresentation of an optimum
double walled Whipple Shield for purposes of comparison
performance to the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a plot of critical diameter as a function of impact l5
velocity for the devices of FIG. 2 and FIG. 3; and
FIG. 4 is a plot of specific strength of various materials.
DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
20
Refemng now to FIG. 1, a Whipple Shield embodying the
present invention is illustrated in cross-section with a metal
bumper or outer wall 10 and with a metal rear wall 12 which
is spaced from and parallel to the bumper wall 10. The wall
material commonly used in space operations is aluminum. 25
however, it will bc appreciated that other metals can be used
with the present invention and that other metals are in orbital
debris. An impact particle 14 is illustrated at a zero (0”)
degree trajectory moving toward the outer bumper wall 10.
The impact particle can be at any angle 0 with respect to a 30
normal to the surface of wall 10.
Intermediate of the bumper wall 10 and the rear wall 12
is a layered blanket barrier structure which includes three
elements: (1) an outer multi layered insulation (MLI) blanket element 16, (2) an intermediate set of ceramic cloth 35
elements 18 and (3) an inner set of high strength cloth
elements. The outer blanket element 16 is an insulation
media commonly utilized in space operations and is not
essential to the present invention and is only included herein 40
to illustrate an application of the invention to space operations such as the space station. The blanket element 16 is a
composite film, which reflects solar energy, maintains internal environment temperatures and may reflect heat and
sometimes is referred to as MLI. MLI is available from 45
SHELDAH in Northfield, Minn.
The ceramic cloth elements 18 consist of cloth layers of
a ceramic cloth. “Ceramic cloth” as herein defined is a
pliable material made by, weaving, felting, embedding, or
knitting ceramic fibers, threads and or filaments in to a 50
fabric. “Ceramic” as defined herein is a material composed
of metal oxides such as aluminum oxide, silicon dioxide,
boron oxide and other metal oxides. The ceramic cloth
provides an impact shock layer and is a material having
significant strength and flexibility at high temperatures for 55
extended time periods similar to the materials disclosed.
In juxtaposition with the ceramic cloth is a high strength
cloth disposed in facing relationship to the rear wall. A “high
strength cloth” as defined herein is a pliable material made
by weaving, felting, embedding or knitting high strength/ 60
low weight fibers, threads and/or filament. “High strength/
low weight” as defined herein is a fiber, thread and/or
filament having a specific strength greater than 9 ~ 1 inches
0 ~
(where specific strength=strength/density). The high
strength cloth provides the capability to slow down or retard 65
the debris cloud caused by fragments resulting from the
penetration of the ceramic cloth before impact with the

bumper wall
MLI
NEXTEL
KEVLAR
rear wall

TOTAL areal density

= 0.517
= 0.06
= 0.600
= 0.190
= 1.361

2.728 glcm’.

The number of layers of ceramic cloth and high strength
cloth or their thickness can vary according to the areal
density desired. For example, the rear wall member (tw) can
be selected so that the combined weight of the barrier
blanket (mb) and the selected rear well is less than or equal
to the weight of a rear wall member with a greater thickness
as required to protect an un-enhanced Whipple Shield.
To illustrate the significance of the present invention
comparative tests were conducted with various other
Whipple Shield configurations. The best configuration of
other Whipple Shields in testing was a Whipple Shield as
shown in FIG. 2 where an aluminum intermediate bumper
wall 22 had a thickness of 0.32 cm and was disposed
between the primary bumper wall and the rear wall 12. All
other dimensions were similar to FIG. 1 and the total areal
density was 2.80 g/cm2 as compared to 2.728 g/cm’ for the
structure illustrated in FIG. 1.
Tests were conducted with light-gas guns and shaped
charges with respect to the structures shown in FIG. 1 and
FIG. 2 for an aluminum particle and the protection against
penetration was plotted in terms of critical particle diameter
as a function of impact velocity and impact angle as shown
in FIG. 3. Critical particle diameter is the diameter of a
particle which, at a given impact velocity, will just penetrate
the containment wall 12. Particles with diameter less that the
critical diameter will not penetrate through the containment
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d Particle diameter (cm)
wall 12 at a given impact velocity and impact anglc. As
shown in FIG. 3, for 0" (or dircct impact), there is a curve
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failure; i.c., "criti30 which includcs: a curve portion 31 in alow velocity range
cal" particle that just results in complete penetration of
from about 0.5 km/s to 2.7 km/s where the critical diameter
the shield's rear wall or containment wall 12 of FIG. 1
decreases as a function of increasing impact velocity; a 5
(cm)
curvc portion 32 in an intermediatc velocity range from 2.7
6 ~~~~i~~(g/cc)
km/s to 6.5 km/s where the critical diameter increases as a
Areal density (g,cm2)
function of incrcasing impact velocity; and a curve portion
Containment
l2 yield
(ksi)
34 in a high velocity range above 6.5 km/s where thc critical
t
Thickness
(cm)
diameter decreases as a function of increasing impact veloc- 10
0 Impact angle measured from surface normal (deg)
ity. In gencralities, in the low velocity range the critical
object size can vary from a velocity of 0.5 km/s for a particle
V Particle impact velocity (km/sec)
with a critical diameter of 2 cm to a velocity of 2.7 km/s for
Subscripts:
a particle with a critical diameter of 0.7 cm.
b All bumpers and intermediate layers
Tests also established that at different impact angles 0 for 15
P Particle
45" and 60" relative to the plane of the wall that the
w Rear wall or Containment wall 12 of FIG. 1
relationship of critical diameter and impact velocity can be
With Equations 1 and 2, for a given size and material
plotted and correlated to the 0" direct impact values and the
velocity and impact angle, a whippie Shield
impact
CUlVeS 40 and 50 are plotted for impact angles Of 45" and
with a barrier blanket can be designed with the design
90".
2o parameters as desired. Conversely, for an given Whipple
Appropriate values for the range of curve positions for the
Shield incorporating the present invention, the protection
various curvcs 30, 40 and 50 are as follows:
afforded by the shield can be analyzed to determine its
protection performance characteristics.
The design parameters for a Whipple Shield with a
low
intcrhigh
critical
vclmediate
vel25 blanket barrier of the present invention can be defined for the
ocity
diamcter velocity
diameter
ocity
meter
intermediate velocity range in terms of critical diameter and
0 (Ws)
(4 oanls)
(cm)
(Ws)
(cm)
impact velocity for a given particle material by the following
relationship:
0
.5-2.7
1.8-0.6
2.7-6.5
0.6-1.6
6.5-16
1.3-1.1
Intermediate velocity Equation
1.0-1.58 7.9-16 1.58-1.2
3.2-7.9
45'
.8-3.2
3-1.0
60" 1.5-3.9

3-1.6

3.9-8.1

1.6-1.8

8.1-16

1.8-1.45

30

for 2.7/(cos 0)O.'

Similar tests conducted on the configuration shown in
data for
60,
and
for the
various angle 0 of O", 45" and 60". As shown in FIG. 3, it
can be seen from the general characteristics of all of the
curvcs that a Whipple Shield embodying the present invention clearly out performs the next best alternative of FIG. 2
for a given particle material.
Approximate values for the range of curve positions for
thc various curves 60, 70 and 80 are as follows:

< V < 6.5/(cos 0)'":

(3)

then:

7' '

72(

d, = 1.031 a;p-'

[tw(0/40)0.5

+

0.37

mb]

(cos @ ) A 1 3 [(6,5/(c0s 0)'"

-

(4)

"
I

- 2.7/(cos O)0.5)lt

V)/(6.5/(cos
0.321 ( t ,

&,,)"3

$'j3

(cos

Sz3 (o/40)'16 [(V -

2.I/cos 0)0.5)/(6.5/(cos 0)'" - 2.7/(cos 0)0.5)l
40

where the parameter
S Overall spacing from the front of outer bumper to the
back of rear wall (cm)
. ,
low
interhigh
critical
With Equations 3 and 4 for a given size and material
velcritical
mediate
critical
veldiaimpact particle, velocity and impact angle, the Whipple
ocity
diameter
velocity
diameter
ocity
meter
45
Shield can be designed with the desired design parameters
0
(lads)
(cm)
Ws)
(cm)
Ws)
(cm)
for intermediate velocity projectiles. Conversely, a given
7.0-16
1.2-0.8
1.6-0.51
3.CL7.0 0.51-1.2
0
0.5-3.0
Whipple Shield incorporating the present invention can be
1.2-1.0
0.7-1.2
10-16
4.2-10
2.8-0.7
45" 0.5-4.2
analyzed to determine its protection performance character1.3-1.2
1.0-1.3
14-16
6.0-14.0
60" 1.0-6.0 3.0-1.0
istics.
The design parameters for a Whipple Shield with a
With respect to FIG. 3, it can be appreciated that each
blanket barrier of the present invention can be defined for the
impact curve 30, 40, 50 has a low velocity range, an
high velocity range in terms of a critical diameter and impact
intermediate velocity range and a high velocity range.
velocity for a given particle material by the following
The design parameters for a Whipple Shield with a 55 relationship:
High-Velocity Equation
blanket barrier of the present invention can be defined for the
low velocity range in terms of a critical diameter and impact
for
velocity for a given material by the following relationship:
V26.5/(cos 0)'": .
Low-Velocity Equation
for
V82.7/(COS

0)0.5:

Then:
dc=2 [r,(o/40)0~5t0.37m~1/~cos
@ ) 5 " 6 p 0 . 5 ~.l..

where the parameters are

(2) 65

With Equations 5 and 6, for a given size and material
impact particle, velocity and impact angle, the Whipple
Shield can be designed with the desired design parameters
for a high velocity projectile. Conversely, a given Whipple
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Shicld incorporating thc prcscnt invcntion can bc analyzcd
to dctcrminc its pcrformancc characteristic.
The prcsent invcntion which providcs an intcrmcdiatc
blankct banicr cnhances thc protection pcrformancc of
cxisting Whipple Shields with relatively short standoffs or
wall spacing. The blankct barricr has great protection elkctivcncss as comparcd to a solid-aluminum sccond bumper of
cqual mass per unit area as shown in FIG. 2. The ceramic
cloth is more effective than an aluminum barrier at shocking
and disrupting fragments of the impact object and the
bumper wall. Thc high strength cloth has a greater strength
to weight ratio than aluminum and providcs superior capability to slow thc expansion speed of the debris cloud before
impact with the inner wall of the shield. The blanket barrier
of the present invention also upon impact produces short
fibers of low density and low size that are less damaging to
the container wall 12 in FIG. 1 as compared to largc
aluminum metal fragments produced by an aluminum barrier.
The data providing the basis for formulating ballistic limit
equations 1-6 that define the maximum particle size that a
blanket barricr Whipple Shield is capable of protecting
against as a function of projectile velocity includes the
various paramctcrs noted above. These equations are useful
for asscssments of meteoroldorbital debris penetration
probability for spacecraft protected by the blanket barrier
Whipple Shield. The equations are also useful to size shields
for a given andor desired protection level.
Tests using light-gas guns (LGG), shaped-charge launcher
(SCL), and SNL hypervelocity launcher (HVL), all indicate
that the barrier Whipplc Shicld provides better protection
than an aluminum double-bumper shield of equivalent
weight.
In the comparison of the ballistic limit curves for a double
bumper shield and the present invention as given in FIG. 3,
the data indicates that the aluminum double-bumper shield
at a 45” impact angle will protect against a 0.98 cm particle
at 7 W s e c (point 71) while the blanket barrier in a Whipple
Shield can protect against a 1.54 cm aluminum projectile at
the same impact conditions (point 41). This is a clear
indication that the blanket barrier Whipple Shield stops
particles with about 3 times greater mass than the aluminum
shield 22 at these impact conditions.
In other tests, we have established that the rear wall of an
aluminum shield was completely perforated by a 1 g shaped
charge projectile at 11 M s e c and a 45” impact angle while
the rear wall of a Whipple Shield having a blanket barrier
was not penetrated by a 1.5 g SCL projectile (50% heavier).
A shaped-chargc particle diameter was calculated assuming
a sphere with an equivalent mass to that measured for the
cylindrically configured shaped-charge projectile. Shapedcharge data collected indicates the blanket barrier Whipple
Shield ballistic limit curves are conservative at high velocities. In addition, tests on the all-aluminum shield of FIG. 2
failed the shield’s rear wall 12 while tests under similar
impact conditions on the barrier Whipple Shield did not fail
the rear wall 12. This relative performance advantage for
blanket barrier in the Whipple Shields compared to allaluminum barrier is shown in the comparison below.
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Proj.

Proj.
Shield
Type

Impact
Angle

Mass

All-AI

0

0.84

(g)

Velocity Test
(km/sec) Results
11.03

Shield
FAILED
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Proj.
Velocity Test
(kdsec) Results

Shield
TYPC

Impact
Angle

Mass

Barrier
All-AL

0
45

0.87
1.04

11.18
11.33

ALL-A1

45

1.12

11.32

Banier
All-A1

45
45

1.02
1.56

11.14
11.42

Banier

45

1.52

11.42

(8)

NO-FAIL
Shield
FAILED
Shield
FAILED
NO-FAILURE
Shield
FAILED
NO-FAILURE

Using ballistic limit equations for Whipple Shields and
supporting data, a Whipple Shield would weigh about 2-3
times more than the barrier Whipple Shield of the present
invention for protecting from 1.4 cm diameter aluminum
projectile at 7 k d s e c with a 11 cm standoff.
The blanket barrier in the Whipple Shield of the present
invention using fabric cloth blanket as the intermediate
bumper (Le., second bumper) rcpresents an innovative,
low-weight technique to provide protection when spacing is
constrained (for example, when S/d,<15 for V=6.5 km/sec
& 0” normal impact).
The blanket barrier in a Whipple Shield provides better
protection than double-aluminum bumper shields of equal
weight (by stopping 50% to 300% more massive particles).
Shield performance is improved (compared to aluminum)
because ceramic fabric is better at shocking projectile fragments than aluminum, and high strength fabric is better at
slowing debris cloud expansion than aluminum. In addition,
the fragments of bumper materials within the debris cloud
(“secondaries”) are smaller for cloth bumpers than aluminum, which results in less rear wall damage compared to the
larger fragments produced by aluminum bumpers.
The ballistic limit equations 1-6 define performance of
blanket barriers for Whipple Shield configurations and these
equations are based on extensive test and analysis results.
It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various
changes may be made in the invention without departing
from the spirit and scope thereof and therefore the invention
is not limited by that which is disclosed in the drawings and
specifications but only as indicated in the appended claims.
We claim:
1. An enhanced hypervelocity Whipple Shield for protecting a wall member from penetration by impact particles
having interrelated factors of velocity and critical diameter
where a critical diameter is the minimum diameter of a
particle which would just penetrate the wall member at a
given density and velocity and impact angle, said shield
comprising:
a wall member and a bumper wall member constructed
from a selected metal material and respectively having
a wall thickness and spacing from one another for
dissipating the energy developed by a high velocity
impact of a particle of a selected metal material where
the particle has a first critical diameter and velocity and
for preventing penetration of the wall member;
a flexible barrier blanket disposed intermediate of said
bumper wall member and said wall member, said
blanket barrier including a ceramic cloth facing said
bumper wall member for shocking fragments of a
particle penetrating said bumper wall member and
having a high strength cloth facing said wall member
for retarding the fragments penetrating said ceramic
cloth whereby said Whipple Shield can withstand high
velocity impact particles of said selected metal material
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t Thickness (cm)
0 Impact angle measured from surface normal (deg)
V Particle impact velocity ( W s e c )
S Overall spacing from the front of outer bumper to the
5
back of rear wall (cm)
and where the Subscripts are:
d,=2[t,,(0/40)~ 5+0.37mbl/[(cos@)5/3Sp0
b All bumpers and intermediate layers
whcrc the parameters arc defined as follows:
p Particle
d Particlc diameter (cm)
w Rear wall.
10
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failurc; Le., “criti3. An enhanced hypervelocity Whipple Shield for procal” particle that just results in complete penetration of
tecting a wall member from penetration by impact particles
thc shield’s rear wall (cm)
having interrelated factors of velocity and critical diameter
where a critical diameter is the minimum diameter of a
8, Density (g/cc)
particle which would just penetrate the wall member at a
m Areal density (g/cm’)
15
given density and velocity and impact angle, said shield
Z Rear wall yield stress (ksi)
comprising:
t Thickness (cm)
a wall member and a bumper wall member constructed
0 Impact angle measured from surface normal (deg)
from a selected metal material and respectively having
V Particlc impact velocity ( W s e c )
a wall thickness and spacing from one another for
20
and where the Subscripts are:
dissipating the energy developed by a high velocity
impact of a particle of a selected metal material where
b All bumpers and intermediate layers
the particle has a first critical diameter and velocity and
p Particle
for preventing penetration of the wall member;
w Rear wall.
a
flexible
barrier blanket disposed intermediate of said
2. A hypervelocity Whipplc Shield for protecting a wall 2s
bumper wall member and said wall member, said
member from penetration by impact particles having interblanket barrier including a ceramic cloth facing said
related factors of velocity and critical diameter where a
bumper wall member for shocking fragments of a
critical diametcr is the diameter of a fragment which would
particle penetrating said bumper wall member and
penctratc thc wall member at a given velocity, said shield
having a high strength cloth facing said wall member
comprising:
30
for retarding the fragments penetrating said ceramic
a wall member and a bumper wall member constructed
cloth whereby said Whipple Shield can withstand high
from a selected metal material and respectively having
velocity impact particles of said selected metal material
a wall thickness and spacing from one another for
at critical diameters and velocities greater than said first
dissipating the energy developed by a high velocity
critical diameter and velocity; and wherein the critical
impact of a particle of a selected metal material where 3s
diameter and velocity are interrelated for velocities
the particle has a first critical diameter and velocity and
by the following relationship
greater than 6.5/(cos
for preventing penetration of the wall member;
of parameters
a flexible barrier blanket disposed intermediate of said
d,=0.6(t,6,)‘”S,-”lr”(cos
@)-“s/3(0/40)”~
bumper wall member and said wall member, said
40
blanket barrier including a ceramic cloth facing said
where the parameters are defined as follows:
bumper wall member for shocking fragments of a
d Particle diameter (cm)
particle penetrating said bumper wall member and
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failure; Le., “critihaving a high strength cloth facing said wall member
cal” particle that just results in complete penetration of
for retarding the fragments penetrating said ceramic
the shield’s rear wall (cm)
cloth whereby said Whipple Shield can withstand high 45
velocity impact particles of said selected metal material
6, Density (g/cc)
at critical diameters and velocities greater than said first
m Areal density (g/cm2)
critical diameter and velocity; and wherein the critical
(T Rear wall yield stress (ksi)
diameter and velocity are interrelated for velocities
t Thickness (cm)
between 2.7/(cos
and less than 6.5/(cos
by 50
0 Impact angle measured from surface normal (deg)
the following relationship of parameters
V Particle impact velocity ( W s e c )
[(6.5/(Cos
d, = 1.031’
;6 [!,,,(0/40)’~ + 0.37 t~,] (COS
S Overall spacing from the front of outer bumper to the
back of rear wall (cm)
1.3/(6.S/(cos 0)’”- 2.7/(cos @)”)I +
5s and where the Subscripts are:
0.321 ( t , &JIB 6p1/3 (cos @)”/‘8 Sz3 (0/40)’/~
[(V b All bumpers and intermediate layers
2.7/CoS 0)’5 ) / ( 6 . 5 / ( ~@)‘I3~ ~ - COS 0)’5)1
p Particle
w Rear wall.
where the parameters are defined as follows:
60
4. A method for constructing a lower weight, enhanced
d Particle diameter (cm)
hypervelocity Whipple Shield for protecting a rear wall
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failure; i.e., “critimember from penetration by impact particles having intercal” particle that just results in complete penetration of
related factors of velocity and critical diameter where a
the shield’s rear wall (cm)
critical diameter is the minimum diameter of a particle of a
6, Density (g/cc)
65 given material which would just penetrate the rear wall
m Areal density (g/cm2)
member at a given density and velocity and impact angle,
said method comprising the steps off
Z Rear wall yield stress (ksi)

at critical diametcrs and vclocitics greater than said first
critical diamctcr and vclocity; and whercin the critical
diamctcr and vclocity arc interrclated for velocities less
than 2.7/(cos 0)’ by thc €allowing relationship of
parametcrs
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selecting a first critical diamctcr and velocity of a hypcrvclocity particlc which should be prcventcd from pcnclrating thc rear wall mcmbcr oP the cnhanccd Whipple
Shicld having a bumpcr wall spaccd from the rear wall;
selecting a wall thickness for thc rear wall member and
the bumper wall member for a selected metal material
and defining thc spacing Prom one another for dissipating the encrgy upon penetration of the bumper wall
member and determining thc critical diameter and
velocity of a hypervelocity particle of a sclected metal
material which would pcnetrate the rear wall mcmber
of a basic (un-enhanced) Whipple Shield;
constructing a flexiblc barrier blanket to be disposed
intcrmcdiate of said bumper wall member and said rear
wall member wherc said blanket barrier includes a
ceramic cloth Pacing said bumper wall member for
shocking fragments- of a particle penetrating said
bumper wall membcr and has a high strcngth cloth
facing said rear wall member for retarding the fragmcnts pcnctrating said ceramic cloth so that said
enhanced Whipple Shield can withstand said first critical diamcter and velocity of such hypervelocity particles; and
disposing said blanket barrier intermediate OP said bumper
wall and said rear wall mcmber.
5. The method as set forth in claim 4 wherein the critical
diameter and velocity arc interrclated for velocities less than
2.7/(cos 0)’ by the following relationship of parameters

o Rear wall yicld stress (ksi)
t Thickncss (cm)
0 Impact angle measurcd Lrorn surface normal (deg)
V
Particle impact velocity (km/sec)
5
S Overall spacing from the front of outer bumpcr to the
back of rear wall (cm)
and where the Subscripts are:
b All bumpers and intermediate layers
10
p Particlc
w Rear wall.
7.The mcthod as set forth in claim 4 wherein the critical
diameter and velocity are interrelated for velocities greater
than 6.5/(cos
by the following relationship of paraml5 eters
d,=0.6(t,6,)’”6,-”Ir”(cos
20

25

30

dc=2 1tW(o/40)”’+O 37rnbl/[(cos 0)5/36,,0
’p3]

where the parameters are defined as follows:
d Particle diameter (cm)
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failure; i.e., “criti35
cal” particle that just results in complete penetration of
the shield’s rear wall (cm)
8, Density (g/cc)
m Areal density (g/cm2)
40
o Rear wall yield stress (ksi)
t Thickness (cm)
0 Impact angle measured from surPace normal (deg)
V Particle impact velocity (km/sec)
and where the Subscripts are:
45
b All bumpers and intermediate layers
p Particle
w Rear wall.
6 . The method as set forth in claim 4 wherein the critical
diameter and velocity are interrelated for velocities between 50
2.7/(cos 0)’ and less than 6.5/(cos
by the following
relationship of parameters
d, = 1031 6,”’

[ t , ( ~ / 4 0 ) ~+
~ 0 3 7 mbl (cos

V)/(6 5/(cos 0)’/3
- 2 7/(cos

0 321 (I3“6w)1’3

[(6 5/(cos

-

55

+

(cos @)-’/I8Sz3 (0/40)”~ [ ( V 2 7/cos 0)”5)/(6 5/(cos

-

2 7/(cos 0)”5 ) ]

60
where the parameters are defined as follows:
d Particle diameter (cm)
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failure; i t . , “critical” particle that just results in complete penetration of
the shield’s rear wall (cm)
65
8, Density (g/cc)
m Areal density (g/cm2)

0) ?f’3(~/40)1’6

where the parameters are defined as follows:
d Particle diameter (cm)
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failure; i.e., “critical” particle that just results in complete penetration of
the shield’s rear wall (cm)
8, Density (gkc)
m Areal density (g/cm2)
o Rear wall yield stress (ksi)
t Thickness (cm)
0 Impact angle measured from surface normal (deg)
V Particle impact velocity (km/sec)
S Overall spacing from the front of outer bumper to the
back of rear wall (cm)
and where the Subscripts are:
b All bumpers and intermediate layers
p Particle
w Rear wall.
8. A method for modifying a hypervelocity Whipple
Shield to result in an enhanced Whipple Shield with the
same or less shield weight to increase the resistance to
penetration by impact particles having interrelated factors of
velocity, impact angle and critical diameter where a critical
diameter is the minimum particle diameter of a given
particle material which would just penetrate a rear wall
member at a given velocity and impact angle, said method
comprising the steps of:
selecting a first critical diameter, velocity and impact
angle of a hypervelocity particle which should be
prevented from penetrating a rear wall member of an
enhanced Whipple Shield which also has a bumper wall
spaced from the rear wall member;
selecting a wall thickness for the rear wall member and
the bumper wall member for selected metal materials
and defining the spacing from one another for dissipating the energy upon penetration of the bumper wall
member so that the said first critical diameter, velocity
and impact angle of a hypervelocity particle of a
selected metal material would just penetrate the rear
wall member of this basic (un-enhanced) Whipple
Shield:
constructing a flexible barrier blanket to be disposed
intermediate of said bumper wall member and said rear
wall member where said barrier blanket includes a
ceramic cloth facing said bumper wall member for
shocking fragments of a particle penetrating said
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than 6.5/(cos @ ) ' I 3 by the following relationship of parambumpcr wall member and has a high strcngth cloth
eters
facing said rcar wall member for retarding the fragments penctrating said ceramic cloth;
sclccting a sccond rcduccd thickness for the rear wall
mcmbcr such that the combined weight of the said 5 where the parameters are defined as follows~
barrier blanket and thc said second rear wall mcmber is
diameter (cm)
less than or equal to the weight of the first rear wall
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failure; Le., "critimember, so that said enhanced Whipplc Shield can
cal" particle that just results in complete penetration of
withstand said first critical diameter, vclocity and
the
shield's rear wall (cm)
impact angle of such hypervelocity particlcs; and
,o
S, Density (g/cc)
disposing said blanket barrier intermediate of said bumper
wall membcr and said second rear wall member.
m Areal density (g/cm2)
9. Thc method as set forth in claim 8 wherein the critical
cj Rear wall yield stress (ksi)
diameter and vclocity are interrelated for velocities less than
(cm)
2.7/(cos 0)" by the following relationship of parameters 15
0 Impact angle measured from surface normal (deg)
dc=2 [t,,(0/40)' 5+0.37m,l/[(cos 0)5/36,05V?
V Particle impact velocity (km/sec)
S Overall spacing from the front of outer bumper to the
where thc parameters arc defincd as follows:
back of rear wall (cm)
d Particle diameter (cm)
2o and where the Subscripts are:
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failure; Le., "critib All bumpers and intermediate layers
cal" particle that just results in complete penetration of
Particle
the shield's rear wall (cm)
w Rear wall.
S, Density (g/cc)
12. An enhanced hypervelocity Whipple Shield for prom Areal density (g/cm')
25 tecting a wall member in the enhanced Whipple Shield from
penetration by impact particles having a velocity (v,) and
o Rear wall yield stress (ksi)
critical diameter (de) greater than a velocity (vu) and critical
t Thickness (cm)
diameter (d,) at which impact particles would normally
0 Impact angle measured from surface normal (deg)
penetrate an unenhanced Whipple Shield, where such critiV Particle impact velocity (km/sec)
3o cal diameter (d,) of such an impact particle is the minimum
and where the Subscripts are:
diameter of such particle which would just penetrate the wall
b All bumpers and intermediate layers
member for a given density, velocity (vu) and impact angle
of such particle, said enhanced Whipple Shield comprising:
p Particlc
a rear wall member and a first bumper wall member
w Rear wall.
constructed from selected metal materials and respec10. Thc method as set forth in claim 8 wherein the critical 35
tively having a wall thickness and spacing from one
diameter and velocity are interrelated for velocities between
another for dissipating the energy developed by a high
2.7/(cos 0)' and less than 6.5/(cos 0)'"by the following
rclationship of parameters
velocity impact of such particle of a selected material
at said velocity (v,) and critical diameter (dJ:
d, = 1.031 6;" [t,(0/40)'~ + 0.37 mb](cos W 4 1 3 [(6.5/(cos
a flexible barrier blanket disposed in the space interme40
diate of said bumper wall member and said rear wall
+
V)/(6 5/(cos 0)'" - 2.7/(cos
member, said blanket barrier including a ceramic cloth
0.321 (t,,, 8
,)'" 6;'" (cos 0)-7/'8
Su3 (~~/40)'/'[(Vwhich acts as a second bumper wall member and faces
said first bumper wall member for shocking fragments
2 7/cos 0)05)/(6.5/(cos0)'/3
- 2.7/(cos 0
)'5)1
of such a particle penetrating said first bumper wall
45
where the parameter
member, and said barrier blanket also having a high
where the parameters are defined as follows:
strength cloth facing said rear wall member for retardd Particlc diameter (cm)
ing the fragments penetrating said ceramic cloth
d, Minimum particle diameter causing failure; Le., "critiwhereby said enhanced Whipple Shield can withstand
high velocity impact of such Particles of such selected
cal" particle that just results in complete penetration of 50
material at said velocities (v,) and diameters (d,)
the shield's rear wall (cm)
greater than the velocity (vu) and diameters (d,) with8, Density (g/cc)
out penetration of the rear wall member; and
m Areal density (g/cm2)
said Whipple Shield having a ratio of the spacing between
0 Rear wall yield stress (ksi)
the rear member and the second bumper wall member
55
t Thickness (cm)
to said critical diameter (d,) of 15 or less.
13. The apparatus as set forth in claim 12 wherein said
0 Impact angle measured from surface normal (deg)
ceramic cloth is comprised of metal oxides having high
V Particle impact velocity (kdsec)
impact resistance at high temperatures.
S Overall spacing from the front of outer bumper to the
14. The apparatus as set forth in claim 12 wherein said
60
back of rear wall (cm)
high strength cloth is comprised of a pliable material which
and where the Subscripts are:
has a specific strength greater than 9 ~ 1 inches.
0 ~
b All bumpers and intermediate layers
15. The apparatus as set forth in claim 12 wherein said
p Particle
ceramic cloth is comprised of fibers of metal oxides having
65 high impact resistance at high temperatures and said high
w Rear wall.
strength cloth is comprised of a pliable material which has
11. The method as set forth in claim 8 wherein the critical
a specific strength greater than 9X1O6 inches.
diameter and velocity are interrelated for velocities greater
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16. Thc apparatus as set forth In claim 15 wherein said
ceramic cloth is aluminum oxidc, silicon dioxidc or boron
dioxide.
17. Thc apparatus as sct forth in claim 15 wherein said
high strcngth cloth is made from Spectral" or KcvlarIM
fibers
18. The apparatus as set forth in claim 15 wherein said
ccramic cloth IS comprised of fibers of aluminum oxidc,
silicon dioxidc or boron dioxidc and wherein said high
strength cloth is comprised of fibers of Spectral" or Kev1arlk1material.
19. The apparatus as set forth in claim 15 wherein said
ceramic cloth is made from Nextel'" fibers.
20. The apparatus as set forth in claim 12 wherein the
layers of said ceramic cloth member are comprised of fibers
of metal oxides having impact resistance at high temperatures and wherein the layers of said high strength cloth
member are comprised of a pliable material which has a
specific strength greater than 9x106 inches.
21. The apparatus as set forth in claim 20 wherein said
ceramic cloth member is comprised of fibers of aluminum
oxide, silicon dioxide or boron dioxide and wherein said
high strength cloth membcr is comprised of fibers of Spectra@ or KevlarO material.
22. A method for modifying a hypervelocity Whipple
Shield to result in an enhanced Whipple Shield with the
same or less shield weight to increasc the resistance to
penetration by impact particles having interrelated factors of
velocity, impact angle and critical diameter, wherc a critical
diameter is the minimum particle diameter of a given
particle material which would just penetrate a rear wall
member at a given velocity and impact angle, said method
comprising the steps of
selecting a first critical diameter, velocity and impact
angle of a hypervelocity particle which should be
prevented from penetrating a first rear wall member of
an enhanced Whipple Shield which has a bumper wall
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member at a location spaced from thc first rear wall
member;
selccting a wall thickness for the first rcar wall membcr
and the bumper wall member for selected metal materials and defining the spacing from one another for
dissipating the cnergy upon penetration of the bumper
wall member so that said first critical diameter, velocity
and impact angle of a hypervelocity particle of a
selected metal material would just penetrate the first
rear wall member of this unenhanced Whipple Shield;
constructing a flexible barrier blanket to be disposed
intermediate said bumper wall member and said first
rear wall member where said barrier blanket includes a
ceramic cloth member facing said bumper wall member
for shocking fragments of a particle penetrating said
bumper wall member, said ceramic cloth member being
comprised of layers of woven fibers of metal oxides
having impact resistance at high temperatures, said
barrier blanket further including a high strength cloth
member facing said rear wall member for retarding the
fragments penetrating said ceramic cloth member, said
high strength cloth member being comprised of layers
of fibers which have a specific strength greater than
9 ~ 1 inches;
0 ~
substituting a second rear wall with a reduced wall
thickness relative to the first rear wall member such that
the combined weight of said barrier blanket and said
second rear wall member is less than or equal to the
weight of said first rear wall member, so that said
enhanced Whipple Shield can withstand said first critical diameter, velocity and impact angle of such hypervelocity particles; and
disposing said barrier blanket intermediate of said bumper
wall member and said substituted second rear wall
member.

* * * * *

